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Auto Loans As Low As 2.49% APR*
March 2018

Refinance or purchase your vehicle with
La Loma Federal Credit Union during the
month of March and be entered into a
drawing to receive a $50 Visa® Gift Card.

If you currently have a vehicle loan at
another financial institution or are in the
market to purchase a vehicle, we can
help you get a low interest rate and
monthly payment.

Refinance or purchase a vehicle
$10,000 or more and be entered into a
drawing to win a $50 Visa® Gift Card.

Start Making Lower Monthly Payments
Today!!

Apply online or call 909-796-0206 and
speak to one of our member service

representatives today.

*On approved credit. Offer valid 3/1/18 through 3/31/18 on vehicles currently financed at another
institution. Current vehicle loans held by La Loma Federal Credit Union do not qualify for the drawing.
Vehicles must be registered in California. Vehicle loans refinanced or purchased at $10,000 and up
will be entered into a drawing for a $50 Visa® gift card. Some restrictions apply. See the credit union
for details. 
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Join Us for Member Appreciation Day

We know you have choices when it comes to your financial institution, and we thank you for continuing
to choose La Loma Federal Credit Union. To show our appreciation, we’ll be giving away
refreshments, sweet goodies and raffling off two $25.00 Visa® Gift Cards*. We hope you’ll join in the
excitement of our membership appreciation day. Thank you for being a member and placing your
confidence with La Loma Federal Credit Union.

Below, you’ll find the date and location of our celebration:

March 30, 2018 9:00am to 4:00pm
La Loma Federal Credit Union (main branch)
26151 Mayberry Street
Loma Linda, CA 92354

* While supplies last. Member must complete short survey to qualify for $25.00 Visa® Gift Card Raffle.
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How to Save for Retirement on a Budget
Finding ways to save for the long-term without going broke in the
short-term

Retirement is something that many people don’t think about until the very last minute. Fortunately,
there are plenty of programs and services that help people take the money that they earn now and set
it aside for their retirement years. The unfortunate reality is that much of America’s workforce lives
paycheck to paycheck, without a lot of flexibility for retirement savings. Saving for retirement is just as
important for these workers as anybody else and, although the situation might seem hopeless, there
are strategies in place to help people save for retirement while working on a budget.

Keep to a budget

According to Bankrate’s Leslie
Haggin Geary, 38 percent of
Americans don’t keep track of their
spending habits. Such behavior
can be detrimental to saving for
your retirement. Those who are
setting money aside for retirement
while working with a budget need
to stay within that budget if they
hope to succeed. One surefire way
to keep spending within a certain
limit is to track every financial
transaction. Not only will tracking
your spending help you determine
how much money you can set
aside for your future retirement, but
also it can demonstrate how much
money you spend on the things
you will also need when it comes
time to retire.

Downsize and clear the clutter

Most consumers buy plenty of things that they do not truly need. When the time for retirement grows
ever closer, the importance of distinguishing between wants and needs is more vital than ever. Nanci
Hellmich of USA Today advises selling items that you do not need in order to produce some extra
funding. There are plenty of sites like Craigslist and eBay that make selling off unwanted items a much
simpler task. Tom Sightings of U.S. News goes a step further by suggesting that as retirement
approaches, people might want to consider downsizing their housing. With children growing up and
going off on their own by the time most parents reach retirement age, there isn’t a need for them to
necessarily hold onto a larger home when a smaller one is more affordable.

Start setting money aside

Most workers start saving money for retirement through their workplace’s 401(k) program. Still, not all
workers have access to such plans, especially if they are self-employed or work for smaller
businesses. Nevertheless, there are still ways to set aside money for retirement. According to the
U.S. Department of Labor, individuals can sign up to open an Individual Retirement Account (IRA). As
workers grow older and thus grow closer to retirement age, they can add an increasing amount of
money to this account. No matter where you store the money you save for retirement, be sure to
never withdraw money from your retirement savings unless absolutely necessary. Withdrawing
money from your savings will not only remove money from your retirement pool, but also lower its
interest.

Saving money on a budget certainly isn’t easy, but it’s not impossible either, as long as you start
saving up and spending money wisely.
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The Basics of Successful Budgeting
Secure your financial future with these basic budgeting steps

If you’re clueless about where your money goes each month, you cannot create a financially stable
present let alone plan for a healthily funded future. The following budgeting basics will help you garner
a more complete picture of your finances, take control of your spending and plan your investments.

Follow the money trail

It may feel like your money just
disappears, but it’s definitely going
somewhere. You just need to pay
attention to the specifics.

“The only way you can create an
effective budget is if you first track
your expenses for at least a
month,” reports Bankrate.com
writer Sarah Berger. “You need to
get a good grasp on what your
typical spending and saving habits
are already like, so that when you
do create a budget, it’s one you
can realistically follow.”

Create a robust budget

Determine an all-encompassing
plan — one that incorporates the
bills you have to pay and plans for the things you want both now and in the future. Think potential
vacations, an emergency fund and even retirement, advises NerdWallet.com writer Bev O’Shea.

According to Berger, your budget should be divided into three categories: future, essentials and
discretionary spending. Your take-home pay should be divided among these areas by specific
percentages: 50 percent to essentials, 20 percent to future and up to, but never more than, 30 percent
in the discretionary spending section.

“Essential expenses should include four main categories: housing, transportation, groceries and
utilities,” says Berger.

Rectify past mistakes

Debt is a small word for a menacing beast. Whether it’s debt from credit cards, a mortgage, or car and
school loans keeping you up at night, your debt needs to be factored into your budget, explains
Berger. Although it is intimidating, she advises strategizing ways to whittle down expensive debt like
high-interest credit cards first.

“If you do have a ton of debt, you’re not doomed. But you should switch your budget up and put 30
percent of your take-home pay toward financial obligations and 20 percent toward discretionary
spending,” advises Berger.

Simplify the process

Good intentions don’t usually manifest successful results, especially when it comes to money. If you
want to really save for the future, outsource the process.

“The easiest way to start socking away cash for your future self is to automate those savings. That
way, you won’t even have to feel the pinch in your paycheck; if you don’t see it, you won’t miss it,”
writes Berger.

Since there is strength in numbers, O’Shea recommends enlisting the willpower of a trusted
accountability partner or the support of an online group who can keep you focused on your financial
goals when something shiny (and expensive) threatens to derail your healthy financial trajectory.







Keep it moving

Stagnant water breeds bugs and mosquitoes, pests you don’t need in your life. A stagnant budget
breeds financial death, a situation you had best avoid.

“Your income, expenses and priorities will change over time. Adjust your budget accordingly, but
always have one,” advises O’Shea.

Navigating your finances is no small undertaking, but by establishing a thorough budget with these
basic steps, you’ll have a clearer understanding of what you have, what you need and what you want
your financial future to be.
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What You’ll Need for an Auto Loan
Make sure you have these things before you go into an office for a
car loan

When buying a new car, getting a loan to cover the cost is an increasingly popular option chosen by
new drivers. In fact, data from the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and reported by CNN Money
shows that a record 107 million Americans currently have auto loan debt, a number which has been
growing rapidly over the past 5 years.

If you plan to take out your own loan for your next vehicle, you are definitely in good company.
However, first-time buyers may be surprised that getting an auto loan requires bringing along a certain
number of items.

Proof of income

According to CarsDirect, proof of
income is the first document that
the lender will want to see, and the
reasoning for it is fairly
self-explanatory: whether the
lender is a bank or an automaker, it
wants to know that you are
employed and therefore capable of
paying back the loan. CarsDirect
adds that proof of income generally
would take the form of your last two
pay stubs, or your direct deposit
receipts if your employer prefers
that payment method.

These pay stubs offer a good deal
of information about your
employment history, including how
much money you have made to
date, how much you pay in taxes, how long you have been with this employer and whether you have
any wage garnishments.

If you are self-employed, you will need to provide at least a year’s tax returns, although it’s a good
idea to bring more just in case.

Credit and banking history

According to LendingTree, the next thing a lender will want to see is your credit history. This may
include mortgage or lease agreements, statements from credit cards or banks and records from any
alimony or child support payments.

This also means that a lender will be looking at your credit score. This three-digit number
encompasses the above information, plus other factors, to show how much risk would be involved in
giving you a loan. As such, a good credit score would show a potential lender that you are trustworthy,
and you’ll have a better chance of securing a loan and set better terms for that loan.

Since holding a good credit score is so important to this process, the U.S. Consumer Financial
Protection Bureau (CFPB) offers a few rules for doing so.

First, pay your bills and loans on time and take care of any missed payments as quickly as possible to
stay current. Then make sure you’re not too close to your credit limits, since credit scoring models
check to see if you are close to maxing out. On a related note, you should only apply for credit that you
need. Many credit applications in a short amount of time signal that you are in dire economic straits
and may not be able to pay back a loan.

In general, the CFPB adds, a long, consistent credit history is the end goal to achieving a strong credit
score. The longer you continue paying on time (and catching any mistakes), the better the effect will







be.

Proof of residence

According to CarsDirect, proof of residence confirms to the lender that you live where you say you do.
This information is needed so you can be contacted by mail or, in a worst case scenario, so your
vehicle can be located for repossession. This document can be a bill or driver’s license, showing both
your name and the address given on the loan application.

Vehicle information

This refers to the vehicle you want to buy, not any trade-in that may be involved. For a new car,
LendingTree says that you will need the dealer’s sheet or buyer’s order for the vehicle, including
purchase price and vehicle identification number, as well as its year, make and model. If buying a used
car, you will need the same information from the seller, along with the mileage, original title and
disclosures of any loans currently on the car, called liens.

Proof of insurance

According to CarsDirect, you need to prove that the vehicle has current, valid insurance. This should
take the form of a document showing the specific vehicle is insured, and not simply proof that you
have insurance with a particular company.

With these documents (and a good credit score) in hand, securing an auto loan can be turned into a
streamlined and easy process. However, LendingTree explains that all lenders are different, so it pays
to call ahead to see what specific information they want you to bring to help speed up the process.
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What Does Your Car Insurance Really Cover?
Deciphering car insurance coverage

Car ownership involves purchasing auto insurance. But what circumstances does it protect you
against? What does car insurance not cover? Discover the ins and outs of car insurance to make sure
you have the coverage you need.  

Collision coverage

According to Barbara Marquand,
contributor at Nerdwallet.com, this
type of insurance protects you
during a car accident with either
another car or an object. It also
covers you if your car flips over and
suffers damage.

Comprehensive coverage 

This type of insurance is usually
sold together with collision
coverage, as a package.
Comprehensive coverage protects
you from harmful incidents not
related to car accidents. Per
Esurance.com, it covers damages
incurred from storms, falling
objects, vandalism and collisions
with animals like deer.

Liability coverage

In the case of an accident with another car, this type of coverage goes towards paying for the
person’s injuries and any car damage incurred.

Liability coverage is usually expressed in three numbers, as Marquand states. For example, a
100/300/500 liability coverage means it will pay a maximum of $100,000 bodily injury per person,
$300,000 bodily injury per accident and $50,000 property damage per accident.

Each state varies in the minimum liability insurance that they require; check your state’s requirements
before purchasing car insurance to make sure you comply with this standard.

Personal injury coverage

Even if you have health insurance, it’s wise to opt for a car insurance policy that includes personal
injury coverage. It covers the medical bills for you or passengers in your car in the case of an
accident. If the accident proves fatal, this insurance covers funeral expenses.

Personal injury coverage can be broken down into two subcategories: medical payment coverage or
personal injury protection. Some states require one or the other policy, so check your state’s
requirements before purchasing this type of insurance.

Uninsured motorist coverage

This insurance protects you if you have an accident with someone who is uninsured or underinsured.
It covers your medical expenses if the other driver doesn’t have insurance. If the other driver’s
insurance covers only some of your medical bills, then uninsured motorist coverage will pay the
difference.

According to Christina Couch, contributor for Bankrate.com, some states have more uninsured drivers
than others. In Mississippi,  for example, one in three drivers is not insured. If you’re on the fence
about whether or not to purchase this insurance option, find out what the statistic is for your state.

Circumstances not typically covered







Although collision and comprehensive car insurance policies can shield you from a wide variety of
circumstances, there are some situations that they will not cover.

As Couch notes, car insurance usually won’t cover you for items that are damaged or stolen from your
car. For instance, it would cover features that came with your car when you first bought it, such as the
radio or CD player. However, it would not cover any gadgets or personal items that were in your car. 

Car insurance usually will not cover drivers who are living with you, unless they are specifically listed
on your car insurance policy. So this insurance would cover an out-of-the-house friend or relative who
borrowed your car.

Towing and roadside maintenance are two other services that car insurance typically will not cover.
However, many insurance companies offer these services as available add-ons to your overall
insurance package.

Equipped with this knowledge, you can have peace of mind knowing what each type of car insurance
coverage means and exactly what circumstances your policy protects you from.
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Homemade Chicken Noodle Soup
How to make your favorite meal from scratch

While it may be easier to open a can of soup and microwave it in a bowl, it’s much healthier and tasty
to prepare it yourself using fresh ingredients. Sound like a lot of work? It’s actually easier than you’d
expect. Just follow this recipe from Nagi with Recipe Tin Eats and soon you’ll be savoring a warm
bowl of your favorite winter meal.

Gather your ingredients

Flavorful broth relies on bypassing
the carton of chicken stock and
cooking the liquid with fresh
ingredients. The following amounts
of ingredients will create a pot of
soup that’s enough to feed six
people.

Of course, you need a chicken,
around 3.5 pounds. Supplement it
with vegetables: 2 celery ribs, 2
carrots and 2 large onions. Gather
the proper herbs and spices,
including 2 bay leaves, 4 sprigs of
thyme, 1 tablespoon of black
peppercorns and a head of garlic.

For the chunkier parts of the soup,
you’ll need more of the same
ingredients (you cannot recycle the same ingredients from the broth): a large onion, 2 medium carrots,
2 celery ribs, 3 garlic cloves and 6 ounces of egg noodles. You should use 2 cups of the shredded
chicken from the broth and 2 quarts of the broth itself, though.

Making the broth

Start by placing the cooked, cleaned chicken in a pot and surround it with your sliced broth
ingredients, then fill the pot with enough water to cover the chicken without overdoing it. Cover and
simmer the mixture for 1 1/2 hours.

Once the chicken is tender and falling off the bone, skim any scum off the surface and transfer the
chicken to a bowl where you can shred it. The concoction remaining in the pot should be strained and
refrigerated so you can separate any fat from it.

Making the soup

Once you finish cleaning up from the broth, you can move on to making the actual soup.

Drizzle 1 tablespoon of olive oil into another large pot that’s heating on the stove, adding the diced
onion and minced garlic. After a couple minutes, add the sliced celery and carrots, continuing to stir
until all are softened.

Slowly pour that refrigerated broth into the pot and turn up the heat. When it’s on the verge of boiling,
cook the noodles in the soup so it soaks up the flavor of the broth. Finally, add the chicken and make
sure the entire dish is warm. Season with salt and pepper, then garnish it with parsley, and you’re
ready for a delicious homecooked dinner you can enjoy in your pajamas.
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3 Meal Prep Tips
Meal prep tips to keep you eating healthy all week long

The dreaded question of, “What’s for dinner?” is the last thing you want to answer after a busy day of
work, chores and family activities. Yet, with planning and the following meal prep tips, it is possible to
know exactly what’s for dinner each night of the week—a home cooked, healthy meal you and your
family will appreciate.

Outline your week

Preparing for a week of breakfasts,
lunches, dinners and snacks is a
mighty task, so it’s important to do
your homework before heading to
the store. Examine your week’s
schedule and identify exactly what
meals you need to prep for,
advises EatThis.com writer Olivia
Tarantino.

Greatist.com’s Talia Koren creates
a grid to keep her meal prep
schedule organized. Column one
records meals (breakfast, snacks,
lunch and dinner) and the
weekdays she’s prepping for top
the rest of the columns. Koren fills
in her chart with ingredients that
fulfill food groups—protein,
produce and carbohydrates—rather than complete recipes because that allows her more meal
inspiration as well as the balance she craves.

If you prefer to focus on complete recipes in your meal prep, Tarantino suggests choosing ones that
incorporate the same ingredients as well as recipes you can multiply.

“If you need to make rice one night for a chicken curry dish, you can use it later in the week for fried
rice. Spinach can be used in a salad or in the filling of lasagna roll ups,” she explains. “Even if a
recipe is intended for one person or one night, just doubling or tripling it will allow you to cook it once
and eat for a week.”

Head to the store

Once you’ve completed your meal prep chart, it’s time to figure out exactly what and how much you
need to buy.

“Write your list directly below your grid, so you just need to tally up how much you need of each
ingredient,” advises Koren. “Take a screenshot before heading to the store so that all you need to do
is pull up your photos.”

While you’re at the store buying ingredients, consider purchasing some good quality food containers
to protect your meal prep efforts.

“Make sure you have quality containers! Mason jars, Tupperware, and plastic bags will all do,”
explains Tarantino. “If you’re unhappy with your plastic containers, recycle them and replace them
with stainless steel or glass containers.”

Tarantino also recommends buying in bulk, especially if you are preparing for an entire week’s worth
of meals, as a smart way of keeping your food budget in balance.

Prep away

On your designated meal prep day (it doesn’t have to be the same day you go to the grocery store),
wash and chop your fruits and veggies, storing them in separate containers. Whip up a large amount







of grains and pan roast your vegetables, advises TheFresh20.com Writer Melissa Lanz.

Tarantino suggests prepping eggs, chicken, black beans or your preferred proteins for the week as
well.

“You can keep them in the fridge to use in wraps, salads, sandwiches or Buddha bowls. If you’re
making chicken, consider buying a ready-made rotisserie chicken or roasting your own!” advises
Tarantino. “Meat proteins can be kept in the fridge from three-four days.”

With these meal prep tips, you can say goodbye to the dreaded question of what to have for dinner
every night.
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The Hidden Costs of Car Buying
Lookout for these sneaky car buying costs

Buying a car, whether new or used, is an exciting yet expensive time. In addition to the sticker price,
you have to budget for hidden costs associated with securing your new ride. From dealership fees and
taxes to insurance premiums, the hidden costs of buying a car can break your budget if you don’t plan
ahead or know what fees to decline.

Fees to ponder

The price to get your vehicle on the
dealership lot, which is displayed
on the window sticker as a
“destination charge,” is a
non-negotiable fee, according to
ConsumerReports.org. You should,
however, beware of “pre-delivery
inspection,” “dealer prep,” and any
extra “delivery” or “destination”
costs listed on the sticker, as these
are suspect charges.

“Look at the sales contract carefully
to make sure you are not paying
twice for the same thing,” advises
U.S. News & World Report writer
Evelyn Kanter. “Destination or
delivery, but not both.”

In order to comply with the law and avoid pricey tickets, you must pay the required fees to title and
register your vehicle. You can avoid these fees if you plan to transfer your already paid-for plates,
explains ConsumerReports.org. Sales tax, although different by state, unfortunately cannot be
avoided.

The notoriously unregulated fee, referred to as “conveyance fee” or “doc fee,” which can range from
$150 to $300, is a required fee, but that doesn’t mean you technically have to pay it.

“Try to get the dealer to reduce the price of the car by a similar amount, and let the fee stay on the
purchase agreement. As a fallback negotiating tactic, ask that some accessory, such as floor mats,
wheel locks, or a cargo organizer, be thrown in free of charge,” suggests ConsumerReports.org.

You might be asked if you would like to invest in an extended warranty, which is designed to pick up
coverage after the warranty from the automaker expires. Whether or not you buy it is up to you.

“If you do buy [an extended warranty], we recommend getting coverage backed by the vehicle
manufacturer or an established third-party company,” states ConsumerReports.org. “You don’t have to
buy on the spot; take your time to compare contracts.”

Fees to refuse

Just because the dealership’s shiny ad or splashy commercial got your attention doesn’t mean you
have to pay for it, reports Kanter; ad buy fees should not be your responsibility.

Your car is already engineered with rust safeguards from the manufacturer, adds Kanter, who warns
against paying for additional “rust, paint and fabric protection.”

Fees for anti-theft systems, VIN etching, and pinstriping are things to consider, but if you’re interested
in them, you can likely find a cheaper price outside the dealership, according to
ConsumerReports.org.

Insurances such as credit life and disability are worthy investments, just not from a dealership.
ConsumerReports.org explains that term life insurance can be a less expensive substitute for credit
line insurance, and disability insurance might already be rolled into your employer benefits. In either







case, a little outside research will save you some money.

The price of car ownership is already high; don’t make it astronomical by getting swindled by hidden
costs and dealership fees.
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How to Save Money on Your Grocery Bill
Stretch your food budget with these tips

Weekly, daily and last-minute trips to the grocery store add up quickly, blowing your food budget out of
the water even before you’ve crossed everything off your list. Between fluctuating food prices and your
family’s ever-changing needs, it seems frustratingly impossible to save money on your grocery bill.
But by tweaking your meal planning, implementing coupons and taking advantage of sales, you can
whittle down your grocery bill and still satisfy your hungry family.

Get organized

Shopping with a list is great, but
you can do more to save you
money before you hit the food
aisles. Start with a thorough check
of store sales ads; remember, you
don’t have to be loyal to just one
store. Shop around for the best
deals and let the sales dictate your
meal planning as much as possible,
advises SouthernLiving.com writer
Jennifer Beeler. Plan for leftovers,
which can easily be the next day’s
lunch or an ingredient in another
dinner.

Once your meal planning is
complete, MoneyCrashers.com
writer Casey Slide advises creating
a list of items you always need and
keeping it updated so your list is already started the next time you have to shop.

Use paper and electronic coupons

Coupons are like free money, but only if they apply to items that you really need or plan to buy. Slide
warns that a coupon does not give you permission to buy impulsively.

Don’t be a brand snob

Some brands are better than others, no doubt, but some generic or store brands can hold their own
against a name-brand item. Instead of shopping with your brand blinders on, Beeler recommends
looking “beyond the label and compar[ing] the ingredients.”

Resist convenience items

Pre-packaged meals, cut-up produce and prepared veggies will save you time, but convenience will
cost you. Instead, focus on ingredients and prepare as much as you can at home, advises
TheBalance.com writer Erin Huffstetler.

Be season savvy

Fruits and vegetables are building blocks of a healthy diet, but fresh produce can be a high-ticket item,
especially if you shop off-season, explains Beeler. Select in-season fresh greens and fruits to stay on
track with your diet and budget.

If you can’t deny your out-of-season craving, Beeler suggests scanning prices on frozen, dried and
canned produce, which should ring up as a better deal.

Crunch the numbers

Attention-grabbing sales stickers don’t mean you’re getting the lowest price available. Instead, zero in
on unit prices, recommends Slide.

“You need to not only compare different brands, but also different sizes. While buying a bigger







package often costs less per unit, that is not always the case,” she writes. 

Check the record

In the hustle and bustle of checking out and bagging your items, it’s easy to miss if a price rings up
incorrectly. Take a moment to review your receipt for pricey errors, advises Huffstetler.

You’ll save big on your next trip to the grocery store when armed with a solid meal plan built around
the best deals, a list that you diligently follow and a keen eye for value.
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